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Cultivation Methodology -- 2

Abstract

I.

Two Of:Wes in cultivation research were considered. Firsti_because
cultIVatiOn_ methodology contains an apparent response_biasi_relationshipsiwere
examined_between television exposure and_positive_restatements of cultivatiOn
concepts: faith in otherai life satisfaction; political efficaty;
interpersonal donnectednessi_and_ safetyi_ Secon(4 a mors_inatrUMental_media
uses and affadts_modei_was testerL_ Cultivation was thought to beilnked to
gteater viewing_selection; intention0,:attention; and_perceived realism,
Questionnaires were administered to:392_adults.__Correlation analysiaiahOWd
television exposure to be Unrelated to_the_positively:worded cultiVation
measures; program selectivity was_related to all cultivation Meadures except
interparStitial ConnectednessRegression analyses added that individual__
demographiC differences and program selectivity aCCOUnted_fOr_most of the
variance in_cultivation perceptions. Methodologial And conceptual
implications were discussed.
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Cultivation Methodology -- 3

A METHODOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF CULTIVATION

Cultivation_research fOndieS Onrelevision as-a socializing agent.
According to the perspective, television is a storyteller presetting 7a__
continuous stream"_of reality.___It,is the-principal arthitett of symbolic
itageS and contributes_to the formation of beliefia_abent_the_"real_world"
(Getbner_&_Gross, 1976;iGerbner, Grossv MOrgan4 & Signorielli, 1986). For
over a decade, nultivation researcherig_haveLprovided empirical evidente
speaking to television's power to_cultivate feelings such as feat, alienation,
and,interpersonal mistrus_t_in_heavy_viewers Gerbner et al.,_1986)i_
Critics, though_i_have_questIoned cultivation adadOlkitingii methodology, and
readarch findings (e.g., Hirsch, 1980; WOOS, 1980).

The present study examined tWO laSues surrounding cultivation research.
Firsti-because cultivation-methodology_contains an_apparent retpOnse bias__

Hawkins_& Fingreei_1981)4__mrs _tested the relationship between television
exposure and positivei_rather than negative, societal perceptitns.
Spedificallwenonsidered associations betWeen_teleiiiaion_exposigre and:
faith in_others,__Iifeisatisfaction, politital efficacy,__Interpersonali
connectednessi, and safety. Second, Od eatended previous_research_that found
possible cultivationieffectiato be related_roore to_a goal-directed use of
television than to ritualiatic_exposurei(Perse,_1986). Contrary to
cultiVatiOnaasumptionsi_we,expected_viewing selectiOnvintention, and__
Attention, as weIl as individual differences, tO COntribute to any potential
effects.

Cultivation Research

Ciativation_proponents argue that,the-more tine PaOple_spend_living in
the vorld_ofxelevisioni the-more liktlyithey Are_t_o_form perceptions of
social reality that are similar to teleViaion depictions. These-depictions
differ from real-world data (Gerbner & Gross, 1976). Breavy and light
television viewers' then, perceive the world differently.

Some cultivation_atudies havu focused on findings Of alienation, fear,
interpersonal mistrust, and anomie among,heaVy- Viewers (Gerbner, Gross, I
Jenkson-Beeck.,__Jeffries-Fox,*Signorielli, 1978, Gerbner, Gross, Signoriellib
Morgaai__41, Jackson-Beeck, 1979). Redeardhers also_ have reported other effects.
For_ezample,,heavy viewers-were More likely than_light-viewerS: tO have lower
seIf-esteem-(Tan & Tan, 1979);_ to_have_more positive attitudes-toward_the
medical-profession and to_perceimsi a higher incidence Of radial_problems
(VOlgy & Sthwarzi__1980);_toisee the elderly-aa feeble and_ineffectual_
(Gerbner,_Gross,,Signorielli, &Morgan, 1980b); to adopt stereotypical_gender
roles (Morgan0982); to_havehigher levela_bf_anxiety (Bryant, Carveth, &
Browni__I98I)L to describetheir liVde ars_less_satisfying (Morgan, 1984);and
to abandon_geographic regional Variations (Morgan, 1986). CultiVation effects
also have been observed in_other cultures (Hawkins-&-Pingred, _1981) and in
experiMental settings (Bryant et al., 1981; ogles & HOffner, 1987; Tan, 1979).

Criticisms of Cultivation

Many criticisms have been_aimdd_at cultivation research., BeyOnd the
initial concern about the validity of cultivation bless/4e Analysis (Blank,
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1977), criticism has focused-on three iStUes:_____(a)Hthe relationship between
television exposure and_cultivation is spurious and_explained by other
intervening variabledi_OLcultiiiation methodology it sUSpect and findings can
be explained by resOdhsebias, and (c) the conceptnal underpinnings of the
perspective are Inaccurate.

Interveningveriables.:Original_and_secondary analyses of cultivation
data have observed:that statistical_controIs for sociodemographic variables
rothite Or erase cultivation, effects (Carveth & 410-Wider, 1985; Hawkins &
Pingree,_19824 _Hirsch,_1980; Hughes,_ 1980; Petie, 1986;__POtter, 1986)._ Doob
and_Macdonald (1979), for example,:shOwed that fear_of crime was explained
better_by the crime_rate of respondente_neighborhoods_than by_televiSiOn
exposure;_Hirsch (1980)-found that the_simultaneous control of several
sociodemographic_variables nOt_only_reduced the magnitude of the Cultivation_
effect, but-changed the_direction of therelationship SO that nonviewers_were
the most cultivated._ _Demonstrations of the inflUende of_sociodemographics on
cultivation Yave led cultivation adhere-lite to formulate concepts of
mainstreaming and,resonance to explain_the influences of those variables
(Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1980a).

Others_have_suggested_that personality traits affeCt Cultivation. Locus
Oficontrol_and_autharitarianism,_for example-, Were found_to be more strongly
related than_teievision_viewing:to belitfa about A merm_worid, anomi0.2_, and
fear_of victimization-(Gunter & Wier, 1913 t Waber & Gunter, 1982). Wober
(1986) concludedhat it was not "television _viewing that constrUctdia fearful
view of the:world-cs much as-An Underlying personality disposition Lnat
produces this feeling" (0. 224).

Methodological_concerns. Several writerS haVe doduMentedimethodological
difficulties of cultivation research; Findings suggest_that_response bias may
foster_cuItivation_effecte because Certain types of questionnaire-items:are
more_Iikely to yield cultivatiOn effects_than others (e.g., Hirsch; 1980;
Hughes, 1980); Wober (19783 foUnd thatdifferent versions-Of Cultivation
questionnaire .items_yielded_different response rangda. -ASking_a British
SaMple abOut_interpersonaI trus*. was MIA the same aa Asking_about_
interpersonal mIstrust.i_Hawkins and_Pingted (1981; also_see_Pingree_&
Hawkins,_ 1981) found:evidence of reep-onse biae_in a sample of Australian
children. For second gradersi_ reaPonses to_ negatively and positiVely worded
cultivation questionecorrelated positively. lioreoverl only responses_to___
negatively worded_items were_related to television ekposure_._ EarIier_research
noted that Srole's (1956) anomie:scale, used in:SeVeralcultivation studies:_
(e.g.i_Gerbner et al., 1978; Gerbfier et 61.i_ 1980a;__Margan, 1986), was highly
susceptible to agreement response set (Lenski & Leggett, 1960)

In addition, cultivation_effects may reflect the tendency of some people
to overestimate various_quantities. Those who overeatimate_their chances of
victimization also may overestimate their television exposure (Wober & Gunter,
1986). Patter (19_86) and Perse (1986) noted thatboth heavy and light viewers
overestimated victimization rated, causes of death, and population occurrence
of occupational groups.

Our firat goal in this_ study _was to _consider_the:notion: of response_bias
it cultivation results. Previoueresearch conclUded that_cultivation_was
shOwn in positive associations between teleVition eiposure and negative

5
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societal and interpersonal perceptions. Therefore, we reasoned that, if
cultivation effecta were not methodological artifacts, then teleViSion
exposure would he, related negatively to more positive Societal and_
interperSonal perceptions. Therefore, assuming cultivation effects were not
reatricted to negatively worded societal perceptions, out first hypothesis
was:

Hlt Level of televisimexposure will be related negatiVely to
perceptions_of_(a)faith:in °theta, (b) life datisfantion,_
(c) political efficacy, (d) interperaohal Connectedness, and
(e) safety.

Conceptual criticisms. Critics also have questioned badic cultivation
assumptions. One assumption_is_that television is,essentially uniform in its
predentation of symbolic _messages about society (Gerbner et al., 1975). It
matters little what content is viewed; all content can cultivate. Hawkins and
Pingree (1981), though, found that "cultivation relationships are attributable
to some_teIevision content and not to others, and not to total television
viewing per se" (p. 297).

Other researchers have_observed that_crime-oriented prOgratmingi
eapedially programs_that_depict_an "unjust" resolution to the actioni_are most
likely to be associated_withcultivation effeCtiv(ErYantetaIii 1981;
Tamborini, Ullmann,- & Bryant, 1984; Weaver & Waksh_lag,_ 1986); Moreover,
exposure to certain types of_ programs_are asaoclated_wtth content-spetifie
cultivation effettd. Soap_opera_exposureihas been: linked to-beliefs about_the
similaritida between_soap operaiand real :worlda (BUerkel=ROthfuss with_Msyes,
1981; Carveth L_Alexanderi: 1985; Perse,:1986)._ Progra6 gelection, then,
apPears to be an antecedent to ctltiVation effeCti.

A second cultivation assumption_ls_that television drama is realistic and
appears to convey facta instead_of fiction (Gerbner et al., 1979).
Cultivation research,_though, has been criticized for not demons/rating that
vieWsrs accept television's reality (Slater & Elliott, 1982). _Investigators
have shown_ that perceived realism is an_important mediatnr of cultivation
(Perse, 1986; Potter, 1986; Slater 5 Elltott, 1982). When viewers perceive
television to represent reality accurately,_they, are more likely to he
cultivated. Attitudes about television, then, have been linked to
cultivation.

A third assumption is that cultivation is the/lmsult of unselective,
ritualistic, and habitual television viewingjGerbner & Gross,: 1976). Several
studies cast doubt on this _premise. _As mentioned earlier, program selectivity
has been linked more strongly_than=heavy television viewing to cultivation
effecta. Moreover, Perse (1986) found that soap opera_cultivation effects
were part of a more Instrumental use cf daytime Serials. In_contrsst to
rituallatio use, an_instrumental orientation is more goa17-directed, selective
use of specific program content,_and not indiscrim!nant use of the television
medium (Rubin, 1986; Windahl, 1981).

Further, there is growing_evidence that cultivationevolVeS from active
interpretation of televised_messages. _Weaver:and WakShlag (1986), for
example; concluded that_people: relate:television tet8060 to their own
pertional experiences when using television as a basie for social reality
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beliefd. Hawkins and Pingree (1982) suggetted that cultivation is a learning
process, and os_such, depends on attention to and comprehension of
programming, and the ability to draW inferences from television portrayala.

The evidence of cultivation as_a_process growing out of program
selectivity, television_attitudes, and mental actiVity supports recent
reconceptualization_cf the media effects proceiS (Levy & WindahI, 1984; Rubin
& Perse,_ 1987). According to these Writer* audience_activity is a zatalyat,
rather_than a deterrent to the effectil process. Rubin aud Perse (1987)
proposed a model of an instrumental uses and effects proce88 in which media
effects floW from instrumental media use that includes: (a) attitudes_about
televiSion and its content, (b) intentional planning to watch a program, (c)
delective exposurstcv certain content, (d) and attention_to the content when
viewing.____The second goal of this Study, then, was to assess the contributions
of elements of_this model to explain cultivation effects. Assuming
cultivation effects might stem from more instrumental television use, our
second hypothesis was:

H2: Viewing intention, viewing attention, and_perceived replism
will be related positiVely to percepCons of (a) faith in
others, (b) life SatiSfa_c_tion,_(c) political efficacy,
(d) interpersonal connectedness, and (e) safoty.

We ahticipatied_additionaI evidence:of linkages among instrumental viewing
dultivation_effecta.__ First, we expetteditiOrd significant_correiations, among
dettain_program_preferences_andicultiVation Vatialles_than between cultivation
and_television exposure.Second, We expected cultivation variables tti be
predicted better from individual differences_and viewing selection, intention,
attention, and perceived realism_than=from level of television exposure. In
short, we-expected_cultivationitoibe a more inatrameatal than_ritualistic
effeCtt linked to_individual differences, vieviag attitudes, intention,
Selection, and attention.

Method

Forty trained research assistants drawn from two upper-divisionL__
undergraduate communication and telecommunication research classes were given
age_and gender_quotas for questionnaire administration. The instrument tide
Self-administered to a broad demographic sample in_l,te November and early
December_1986; the assistants returned 392_ completed questionnaires.

_

Respondents ranged in age from 17 to 88 (M = 41.61, SD 18.46); 50.52 were
males and 49.52 were females.

TeleVision Variables

Telmlasimexposure. The level of tele_vision exposure was measured by
averaging responses to two questions-asking respondents to indicate: laLhow
many hours oftelevision_they watched yesterday (a weekday), and_(b)_how many
of houra -of television _they usually watched-each Weekday. This procedure has
been uted reliably in past research (e.g., Rubin, 1981, 1983; Rubin, Perse, &
Powell, _1985), Wlekday television exposure ranged from 0.0 to 11.5 hours.
Respondents watched an average 3438 hours of television each weekday
(sa - 2.20). The index had a .76 Cronbach alpha.
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f.m.-.137election. _Following a procedure used in ear 1 ier research_(e.g.,A. Rubin & R. Rubin, 1982; R-Rubin & A. Rubin, 1982), reapondents were askedto_indicate low_often they watched (1 never, 5 itsually) several types oftelevision_programs. Three program categories _used in a recent cultivationstudy (Signorielli, 1986) were examine& Action/Adventure Programa (N 2.73,- 1.12); Evening Dramas (M _ 2.66, SD 1.28); and Situation Comediis_(I 3.60, SD 1.18). Two oTher relevant program typee also _were considered:Daytime Soap Operas (N 2.24, SD 1.45) and NeWe Program& (N 3.55,
SD 1.22)._ For_ each_ program category, respondents were_presented withexamples_of recognizable and representative shows_that provided a range ofnetwork_and daily presentation (e.g., Situation Comedies such as the Cosby
Show, Golden_ Girls, Newhart, and Who's the Rossi Action & Adventure Programssuch as the A-Team, MacGyver, Magnum, 1.12 or _Mimi Vice).

VieWing behavior and attitude. Twenty 5-point Likert-type_statements
asked for respondents' degree of concordance (1 strongly _disagree,
5 strongly agree). For each of four vieWing behavior or attitude variables,
five_statements were adapted from prior_research and intended to represent thevariable: intention or planning_to watch_television (Levy & Windahl, 1984;Rubin & Perse, 1987); attention to a program when watching (Cegala, 1981);
television emeraion (Smith, 1986); and perceived realiam of television content(Rubin, 1981, 1983). Any negatively worded iteme were reversed for datacoding.

Responses to thete 20 statements_were_subjected to principal componentsanalysis with oblique rotation.__The_factor solution explained 62.4% of thetotal variance. Applying_retention rules of eigenvaludi above 1.0 and atleast two primary loadings of .50 or better without any _secondary loadings ator above .30, four factors were retained initially. The fourth factor,emersion (alpha .49), was discarded betause_of_ low homogeneity.. To formviewing behavior and attitude indexes, the primary item scored Were averagedon the first three factors: Factor 1, Vlewing Intention (N 2.64, SD .86,eigenvalue 5.7, alpha .87); Factor 2, Viewing Attention_(N 3.19,SD a .65, eigenvalue 2.72, alpha= .77); ard Factor 3, Perceived Realism
(M 2.14, SDi - .69, eigeavalue a 1.72, alpha .81).1 The items and primaryfactor loadings are summarized in Table 1.

Cultivation Meateures

The_intent _was _to _examine _mostly positiVei_rather_than negative,
indicators:of __cultivation.: Therefore, several _measures were treated t0contrast: typical cultivation inds_xes. Two indesev.2_ were treated tO -Contrast"alienation": interperSonal connectedness on the personal -leirel (e.g.i
Campbell, 1973:;:_A. Rubin & _R,fubin, 1982; R.:Rubin & A. Rtihini 1982;
Wrightataii, 1964) :and_ political efft-caty-j:iti the :iodietal _level __(e.g., _

Campbell, -Coniierse,_Miller,_ & Stokes, :1964; Gerbiiir et al41978;__Rubin, 1978;SrOle,_ _1956). _A life satisfaction index (A._ Rubin & R. Rubin, 1982; R. Rubin& A. Itubin,_ 1982) was used lieu of cultivationle sense _of a -"lousy World." Tocontrast "mistrusti" an _interpersonal_trust _index _was fori-..ulated (e.g.,Christie, 1973; Rottert 1967;Wrightsma964). In contrast tO tiativation's"mean world" -tOtitetiti an altruism index was :created -(e.g., Campbell, 1973;Gerbner et 81., 19774 _Rosenberg, 1957; Wrightstani 1964). A _locus of =controlindex was adapted from_ past studies (e.g., llot ter, 1966; _ _Wober & Gunter, _1982)to contraat cultivation s sense of external control of one's life. A safety
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index was developed to contrast fearfulness or cultiVation's notion of"chances of involvement in violence" (Gerbner et al., 1979) and "perceptionsof danger" (Gerbner et al., 1980a);

Thirty_ five Likert-type Stateffients_(five for each of the seven indexes)were presented to respondents Who_indicated: their level Of agreement(1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree) with eath Statement In mostcases, Statements were_written in a positiVe Vein. However, to preventreSpOnSe bias and to maintain the integrity ol original instruments severalnegatively worded statements were inClUded;_these were recoded for dataanalysis; Responses to, the :35 titateMents were subjected to principal_ _components arialysia with oblique rotation. The factor Solution explained62.5% of the tOtal variance.

titling retention rules specified earlier, five_factors were retained withadequate Cronbach reliability coefficients: Factor 1, Faith in Others(trust/aItruism, 4. = 3;23, SD_= .62, eigenvalue = 8.50, alpha al .91); FactRr2, Life Satisfaction (M 3.40, SD = .63, eigenvalue = 2.95, alpha = .76);`Factor 3, Political Efficacy_(M_= 2.90, SD = .67, eigenvalue = 2.20,alpha *_.80); Factor 4, Inte-rpersonal Connectedneatt (M = 3.84, SD_ = ;60,eigenvalue = 2.10, alpha = .77); and Factor 5, Safety-AM it 3.36, SD si ;71,
eigenvalue_=_1.56, alpha = 464). The primary item scores were averaged toconstruct the cultivation indexe8.3 The items and primary factor loadings aresummarized in Table 2.

Detographic Variables

Consistent with the need to donsider_individual differences and toprovide demographic controls for cultivation analysis, five demographic_variables were measured. In Sddition to age (17 to 88 years) and sender= male, 1 = female), respondents Indicated their high-eat level of
completed, fortal edis_c_a_tion (Li= grade school, 6 = gradnate_schooI), theoccupation of their_family'_s principal wage earner as a_measure of:
SOCideconomic_ status, _and the zip code_ of their home residence; The meanttediano and modal education levels all approicimated 4;00 ("Some College").

Occupation_ was coded to refledt socioeconomic StatUS (0 al' lowest status,100 2. highest status) using the_DuncaniscaIe (Reiss-with thindan, Matt,North, 1961); Two independent coders: achieved 93.7% agreeMent on a 20% sampleof the toded occupations. The mean Duncan indeir Was 46.80.

Zip code was coded to reflett popUlation_density as one factor affectingthe__ volume and type of, crime. EaCh respondent's home comMtinity was determinedfrom his or her zip code, accDrding to the post offite- litted in the nationalzip code direttory (U.S. PostaI Service, 1986, pp. 21862232). The U.S.Department of Justice (1986) crime reportS End the U.S. Bureau_ of the Census(1980) population data were used tO eatiign one of seven population idensitydlaisifications (1 = under 2,500, 7 = ttver 250,000) to eath zip code. The_mean, median, and modal population density classificationt all approximated4.00 ("25,000-49,999").

9
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Statietical Analysis

After the factor and reliability analyses to construct the study'sindexes, three procedures_were executed. Firet, Pearson and partial
corre1ations were computed among the television exposure, program_selection,
and demograPhic variables; Second, similar to Gerbner et_al. (19804,_Pearson
and partial correlations were computed_between the five cultivation:variablesand_the demographic, television exposure, program Selection, and viewingbehavior and attitude variables. Third, each of the five_cultivatior
variablea Wag regressed on the demografaic, television exposure, program
selection, ind viewing attitude and behavior variables. Hierarchical
regression_analysis_ums used because the_variables were entered according tothe conceptual scheme: firat, demographic control variables; second,
cultivation's level of television exposure; third, the instrumental
orientation's concepts of program,seIection; and fourth, viewing intention,
attention, and perceived reaIism.4

Readlts

Television Exposure and Program Seleetion Correlates

Prior,to coftaidering the_two_initial hypotheids of the investigation, therelationships amOng television_ exposurei_prograt Selection,_and demographicvariahlea Are 44mmarized_in Table 3; TheSe data include television-expbedreand progroM_Selection Pearson and partial (Controlling for demographiC6)
correlations;

Two patterns are:apparent_from_these data; The first pattern_is the
relationship among televtsion_exposure and,prOgrat selection._ Level of
exposurauma related_positively and signifitantly_to all program.types eirdeOtnews. The most_slzable partial correlationi_though, was .13. ImOther_wordsitelevision_expoeure accounted for leas thanilIZ of the programiseleCtion
variance._ Preferences fOr some program,types were-related positively:
evening drama-and-attion/adventure, daytime setiali_ant_situation,comedyl anddaytime serial_and situation comedy. , The largeet partial correlation, thridgh,was ;36. illerhapa avian more interesting, iieteral program preferences wereunrelated: action/adventure and daytite_serial, news, And situation=Comedy;and news_and,both evening drama and altuation_come0; News_and_daytime,serial
were_significantly, but negatively, related; Clearly, all program viewing isnot the same;

The iddOlid pattern_is the signifitant relationship between dernOgraphicsand several viewing_variables;
Age was_related_positively_to teleWiSion

exposure,_newai_and_evaning drama preferences, and negativelyto daytime__
aerial_selectiom- GenderiWas related_positively (ftrnale) to daytime_serial,evening,drama, and aitdation comedy selection, and negatively to_action/adventure and_nevs preferences._

Educationiwasirelated negattwely to,
television exprieure and_daytime serial selettion.__Socioeconomic_statuS was
related_negetiVely_to_television exposure_andLaction/adventure,selettiOn.only popdlation_density_was not related significantly to televiSion_eitesure
or program_selection; ,Overall, though,:the correlations indicated the need toaccount for demographics in subsequent analyses;

10
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Telavision EXposure and Cultivation

_Asauming_support for _the cul t i va t ion perspective, theifirat_ hypotheeie
predicted_television exposure level to- beirelated negatively _t_rovrceptions of
faith in_othersi life satisfaction' political _efficaryi_interpersonak,_
connectedness* and aafety. In_adeltion_to_summarizinvdemographic:correlates
of the cultivation measures _TableL4,includes the Pearson and partial:
(cOntrolling_for_demographics)_television exposure and program adlettion
Correlates of the five cultivation measures.

-The date indieate no support fur this: hypothesis. _ Although a _small
significant zerd-order correlation_existed_between level_of_exposure and life
eatiefaetion, after CoattOls for demographic _variables,__no,significant
reletiOnShipa Were found between television exposure and any of the five
cultivation_measures. Two of the insignificant correlations* ia feet, Were in
a positive direction;

rias yr y itWing and Cultivation

As the data in Table 4,ind1cate, there were significant negative
correiationa_among the cultivation measures and program selection: faith in
others with daytime serial and evening_drama; life_ satisfaction with action/
adventure and daytime aerial; political efficacy with evening drama; and
aafety With action/adventure. Political efficacy and news selection
correlated positively. In other wordsi_aithough cultivation relationthips
were not_ apparent with level of television exposure, there mere moneat
relationships between cultivation measures and selected prograMs.

In addition to program selection, components of _more,instrumentai
tele/Won- viewing include viewing intention,, viewing attention, ,and perceived
realism. The second hypothesia predicted positive relationships between these
three variables_and perceptions of faith in others, life satisfaction,
political efficacy, interpersonal connectedness, and safety. Amon& the data
in Table 4 are these viewing behavior and attitude correlates of the five
cultivation measures.

-The hypothedia redeiVed ilimited_support. There: were:only a few
aignifitatit, lut modeat,_ partial correlates. Viewing intention_ correlated
positively with_faith_in _othersi iperceived realism correlated iptigitiVely With
both _faith in _others and__poIlt ical ef f icacy. Our measure_ of viewin,g attention
failed_ to_ Correlate significantly with any of the_cultivatidii measures.
Perceptions,of life satisfaction, _interpersonal_.connectednessi_and safety did
tiot, correlate sigaifidaatly with any of the three viewing behavior and
attitude measures.

tElgstim Cultimation Neasurea

The final_ research iaquiry considered whetlier_possible_eultivation
affects could be preditted from the television_and, demographic measures;
4pecifically,_WO expeCted that individual differences:and the more:
ttatrmmental viewing_ variablea_of program selection_ intentioni attention, and
perceived realism,wouid_ _be_ better_ predictors of ,cultivatien ef fects then would
television_exposure; Based on prior conceptualization' we entered_the
variables in conceptual blockt. Because demographics often are treated as
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control variables in cultivation ref:search, we entered them into_ the f,quation
before television exposure. Specific program choices were entered on the
third step after televiaion _exposure. Lastly, the remaining viewing
intention, attention, and perceived realism variables were entered.

The results of the hierarchical regression analyses are sumarized in
Table 5. Four of the equations were significant: faith in others, life
satisfaction, political efficacy, and safety. The interpersonal connectedness
regression was not_significant. Only when predicting Safety was television
exposure a significant component of the regreasion equation. And, in that
instance, exposure was a positive predictor _of_ _safety. For the four
significant equations, demographics and_the more instrumental viewing
variableswith the exception of attentionwere sequential and differential
predictors of cultivation effects.

Faith in others. On _Step 1 the five demographic variables explained
10.6% of thg7faith in_ others variance (F change fa 8.21, _2. < .001). Age and
socioeconomic status were significant positive predictors. On Step 2
television exposure explained little additional variance_(Y change * .01,2 as .91). The five programs accounted for 4.22 further faith in others
variance (F change 21 3.38, _E( _.01) on the third step. The daytime serial_was
a significant negative predictor. =On Step 4 the viewing behavior and attitude
Variables explained _4.7% more variance (F change 6.58, < .0013. Intention
and_perceived realism were significant positive predictors. Gender also
became a significant predictor.

In the final analysis,_then, significant predictors of faith in others
were: Age, socioeconomic status, viewing intention, perceived realism, and
gender (women),_in a positive direction; and Soap_opera program selection, in
a negative direction. The measures e*plained 19.5% of the f aith in others
variance.

Life satitfattion,_ The demographics explained 12.0% of the life
satisfactiOn variance on Step 1 (r_ichange aa 9;42, 2 < .001). Education; age,and Sotioeconomistatus were significant_ positive prediCtOrs.__On the second
Beep television exposure explained leStg than 1% additional variance
(F_change 1.66, 2. am .20). The fiVe iirograms aczounted for only 2;4% more
life satisfaction variance (F Change_lia_1.95; E .09; on the third step.
Action/adventure was a significant_negative predictor-. On Step 4 the viewing
behavior and attitude variables explained leas than 1% fUrther variance
(F -change 1.13; E ;34).

Significant final predictora Of _Life satisfaction, then, were: age,
education, and socioeconomic status, in a positive direction; and action/
adventure program selection, in a negative directiOn. The Measureu explained
15.7% of the life satisfaction variance;

Political efficacy; On Step 1 the demographic variables explained 3.7%
of_ the political efficacy variance (F change sa 2.67, _2 ( .03). Socioeconomic
status was a significant positiw predictor. Television exposure_evlained
less than 1% additional variance on the second step (F change * 1.13,

.29). Program selection accounted for 3.3% further political efficacy
variance (F change 2.41, 2 < .04) on step 3. The evening drama was a
algnificant negative predictor. On Step 4 the vieWing behaviors and attitudes

12
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explained 6;52 more variance (F ehange = 8:43i < .001). Perceived realism
was a significant pegitive preaictor.

At the conclusion of the analysis, then, Significant predictors of
political efficacy were: perceived realism and socioeconomic status, in a
positive_direction; and evening ,Prama program selection, in a negative
direction. The measures explained 13.7% of the political efficacy Variance.

Interpersonal connectedness. Ile demographic variable-6 explained 4.22 of
the intérpersonal_connectedness variance on Step ont (F change = 307,2 < .01j . Socioeconomic status and gender were signiffa-ant_positive
predictors. TeIevision_exposure explained less than 1% further variance on
the second step (F change = 1.41, It= .24).Con Step 3 program selection also
accounted for under II additional interpersonal connectedness Variance
(F change .56, 2 .73), Gander was no longer significant. On the fourth
Siep the viewing behaviors and attitudes explained little additional variance
(F change = .13i 11 < i94).

In sumi although socioeconomic_status_remained a_significant positive
predictor of interpersonal connectedness:, the regression equatiOn was_not
significant. Drily 5.5% of the interpersonal connettedneSS Variance was
ekplaiiied by the measures;

SFAety. On the first step _the demographicsexplained 10.2%,of the aaftty
variance (F change g. 7.844 11<_._001), Education and socioeconomic status were
significant peeitive predistorsLpopuIation density was a:signifitant negative
pre-diet-or. Television.exposureiexplained_leas than 1% Additional_varianceion
Step 2 _(F change = R=_.30). _On Step 3_prOgra6 selection_accounted for3.2Z_more safety variance: OF: -change ._2.55i Actioc/adventure
program selection-vas a significant_negative predictor. Televisien ekpOsure
emerged as a significant positive predictor at this Stage,_and_socioeconomic
statuaiWati he longer aiguificènt. On_thelast step theVietEing_behavior and
attitiide VariabIes_expiained only 1;4% additional Variance (FL change = 1.87;

= .13). Perceived realism was a significant negative predictor.

In the finalSnalysisi then,__significant predictors of safety Were: age
and:television exposure, in_a_positive_direction; and pepUlationidensityi_
action/adVenture program seIection,,and perceived taleVieien tealismi_in a
negative direction. The measures explained 15.12 Of the safety variance.

Discussion

The study's results suggest several_conclusions. First, methodology may
explain c,ltiVation effects that_have_been attributed to televiSion exposure
levela. Similar to some previous studies, positiVely phrneed measures were
unrelated to generalized television exposure (Hawkini &Pingreei 1981; Pingree
& Hawkins,_1981; Wober, 1978). Cultivation research_findings, then, may be
contaminated by acquiescence response bias where responses are influenced by
questionnaire form and question content_(Schuman & Presser, 1981). Future
cultivation research should attempt to minimize such response bias.

_ Seeondi_by_using positive concepts, the hotieh that_television can_have
only,negative influences on personal_petceptions_isunderscored as a fallaty.
Cultivation proponents have argued convincingly that television'S portrayal of

13
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Altman and_ violent world should-lead-heavy viewers_to_be more alitnatedi,and
distrustful (e.g., Gerbner et al., 1978)The means_and correlatiOnt of the
cultivation measures in thii study indicate_that respondents typica_ily_felt
safe, trusted_othera, and_felt interpersonally tonnected, regardless of_
television:exposure levels. Other researchers have observe& that television
di:intent and_viewing,context provide opportunities for people to form andto
enhance_interpersonal-relationihips 19_80; Rubin,: 1985). :And,
parasocial relationship& May foater heightened interpersonal truet and
connectedness (Herten & Pohl, 1956)i

Thirdi uelevision may not be the dominant influence on many interpersonal
perceptions._ _Other antecedent and intervening_variables accounted for more of
the_variance in the cultivatien indices than_did_expoeure-leveli.: For
example, agei_gender, socitieCOnomic status, viewing intentionj and_perceived
realism were better predittors_of faith_in others than Wag television
exposure. AS Weaver and_Wakshlag (1986) summarized' iteleVision's influence on
setial reality is_ overshadowed by direct personal _and interpersonal,
experience._ _ not surprisivg, then, that_viewing variables could not
significantly explain interperienal connectedness in this study;

_ We_also atteMptedi With_some successi_to test an inatrittental media_uses
and effects model (Rubin_A_Perse, 1987)._ :With average television_viewing
hovering around 4_ hours _each day, thetypical cultiVation definition of heavy

Differences_in personal_ perceptions would
seem_to _be more a function of individual differences_and instrumental viewing
variabIea (i.e., program selection, television attitudes, andivieWer activity)
than television expeaureileVels. Despite_the use of alternatiVe cultivation
measuresi the,rtaalts reinforced earlierjindinga that perdeptiens_of social,:
reality:are-linked differehtially_to selective:expeeUreto television program
genres (HaWkins & Pingree, 1981; Weaver & Wakshlagi 1986).

_ Contrary,to cultivation aiiUtptionsi_ ritualistici_heavy television
exposure_wasoot linked to Cultivation_effects. Correlation analysesahowed
thatcultivatiOn effeeta Were_contentapecific (gavkiaa &-Fingreei__1981).
Interpersonal beliefs about altruism and trust were linked negatively to
daytite and_evening_dramaa, which_focus on interpeteonal_problems and
relationahips. _Feelings of political efficacy_were associated_positively With
watching_newsi. which-provides pelitical_informationi but negatively with
evening dramas, which:often tenter on_the manipulation and tentrol of persons
and events by powerful Characters. And, safety_concerai Were linked_
negatively_taattionladventure, a genre that_highlights_crime._ The importance
of_program_selectivity,wasishown especially_lothe regression:analyses.
Concerns about personal safety Were_predicted from less teleViSion exposure,but more action/adventure program viewing.

Signorielli (1981) argue& that primetime programs are _aimilar in content.
Her_analyses, though,_showed that genre is the factor_that most consistently
differentiates programs. Not only does the_content of program genred differ
objectively,_but audience selectivity is_suggested by the modeit correlations
among program types and betWeen television and program exposure. Television
exposure explained only a small_portion of the program choice variance. And,cultivation perceptions were linked to selectivity in program choice. Future
research should consider the influence of program selectivity on cultivation

4
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perceptions, especially in light of the increasing availability of
communication alternatives.

In addition, the results provide SOMeliited evidence that people
actively evaluate,television content_before integrating it into aocial-_
perceptions; Consistent_with_previous research (Slater & Elliott, 1982)4
perceptions of realiam, in particular, were important antecedents to personal
Safety concerns._ Faith in others,and politiCal efficacy_i_thoughi_were linked
to_less_perceived,reaIism. This differential impact of_realism on cultivation
perceptions is similar to Potter'S (1986)_findings;_ Although it is possible
that less faith in others_ahd Political_efficacy may signal_a_generalized
distrust of institution0 (intIuding media) that is reflected in beliefs_about
the:veracity of_teleirigion contenti_future research might_examine perceived
realism as a multidiMeueiOnaI perception mediating television effects (Potter,
1986).

There were, of course, limitations to our study; First, the viewing
attention scale was unrelated to the cultivation measures; This tight be the
result of_an inadequate measure that_reflected perceptions of focus on the
screen and programi_biit_not the actual processing of program content. In
additioni_other variables such as program selection tit ,perceived realism may ,

override_the_feIt attention paidt0 the COntent in structuringyerceptiona,,A
preference for action/adventure ithoWt and a belief that the story is primarily
fictitiOud may guide percePtions of_mistrust or faith it others regardless of
hot,' ClOsely a viewer follows the action.

_Second, although links among indiVidUal demographics, selective exposurto
perceived realism, and social perceptions were uncovered, the direction_of the
associations was not establiShed. _Although cultivation writers havP suggested
that television_exposure_affects perceptions_ of social realityle.g.i_Gerbner
& Gross, 1976)i_other researchers have arguedithat beliefs about_society
influence_exposure levels and program SeleCtion ZLIImann_& Wakshlag,
1985)._ In our study, for example) the_OOlitically_disenfranchised may etioaae
to_watch more evening dratasibetause_such_programs reinforce !societal,
alienation, rather than Watehing_evening drama causes people to feel less
efficacious politically. Or, those with less_faith in others may watch more
soap operas to substitute for ineffective social interaction.

Third, consistent with past cultiV.atiOn research, the variables leave
much_of the cultivation prOCesii Une*Plained; Clearly, the demographic,
program exposureand audiehde activity measures provide only-a small
explanation_of cultivation.__Other variables, such as personality traits
(Wobero_1986)i personal experience variables (Weavet & WakahlaJti 1986),_and
eVen regional diversity (Morgan, 1986) wOuld add further explanation about
personal perceptions.

Also, measures of_individualism need to tap urderlying predispositions
and sociostructural relations as they affect audience viewing attitudes_and
behaviors._ Measures of individual differences emphatized in psst studies
often are limited to demographic or psychological factors, rather than to
sociostructuraI relations. As is evident in a few studies (e.g., Doob &
MacDonald, 1979; Hirsch, 1980), individualism has micro-level (personal
attributes) and macro-level (societal attributes) components that should be
cotsidered in future cultivation investigations.
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Our findings, then, could support potential cultivation effects, not from
inordinate exposure levels, but from content selection as tempered by
individual differences and audience attitudes and activities. In_other words,
other antecedent and intervening variables are instrumental in affecting
pereonal perceptions. Cultivation effects are related to several factors that
have been omitted in the_conceptualization and methodology of cultivation
research. Future investigations must be more inclusive of potentially
influential variables in the media effects process.

Notes

1
As more instrumental components of television uSe, the viewing behavior

and attitude factors were interrelated: intention and attention (r .22,
2. < .001);_ intention and realism (r a .46, 2 < .001); and attention and
realism Cr a .10, 2 < .05).

2
Because the scale's reliability increased from a .69 to 4 .76 alpha, an

item with a .49 loading was retained far the Life Satisfaction Factor (see
Table 2).

3 _ _

The cultivation factors were interrelated (all 2. < .001). Faith in_
others and: life satisfaction (r a .31), efficacy (r a .42), interpersonal
connection (r a .41), and safety (r a.39). Life saEisfaction and: efficacy
(r a .22), interpersonal connection (r a .33), and safety (r a .29). Efficacy
aTia: interpersonal connection (r a :12) and safety (r a .31). Interpersonal
connection and safety (r a .32).

4
The_typicaIicultivation analysis Of coMputing cultivation differentials

was not used in this Study for tWo reasons. _First, our measures_did not
include dichotomous responses representing "television" and "real world"
answers for comparison (see e.g., Berbaer & Gross, 1976). Second, the Likert
scales employed in this study allowed the application of higher-level
statistical procedures such as regression analysis.

4, 6
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Table 1 _

Viewing Behavior and Att_itude-: primary Factor Loadings

Behavior and Attitude Statements:
VieVing_

Intention
Viewing
Attention

Perceived
Realism

FACTOR 1: VIEWING INTENTION
1. I plan my tiMe 06_1 do_not_miss a

fiAvOrite teleVisioniprogram
2. I often makeiarrangements so I_don't

miss_aifavorite television_prOgram
3. I often_check_the time ao I will not

miss a favorite_tele:riaion program

.87

.87

;78

.03

.03

.01

.07

.03

.11
4. I cancel other plans_to watch television .65 =.01 .15
5; I kook forward_to_watching a favorite

television program .63 .01 -.03

FACTOR 2: VIEWING ATTENTION
1. I'm often thinking about something else

When I'm watCoing television* .11 .80 -.04
2. I often miss what is happening on the

program when I watch televisioe, -.07 .76 -.09
3. My mind often wanders when I watch

television* -.08 .74 -.09
4. I pay_close attention to the program

when I watch television .13 .64 .18
5. I listen carefully when I watch

television .06 .60 .17

FACTOR 3: PERCEIVED REALISM
I. Television shows life EIS it really is .09 -.06 .84
2. Televisiun presents things as they

really ere in life .10 .01 .81
3. If I see something on television, I

can be sure it really is that Vey .03 .00 .74
4. Television lets me dee Vhat happens in

other _places as if I'm really there -.05 =.04 .58
5. Television leta me see how other people

live .09 .05 .57

Eigenvalue 5.79 2.72 1.72
Percent of Total Variance 29.0 13.6 8.6
Cronbach Alpha

.87 .77 .81

Note. * Items reversed fcr data analysis. Fourth and fifth factors had
eigenvalues of 1.20 and 1.05, but failed to meet retention standards. The
oblique-rotated PC solution explained 62.4% of the total variance.
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Table 2

Cultivation Measures!. Priaary Factor Loadings

V=....%M.10..

Attitude Statements:

FACTOR 1: FAITHAN OTHERS e

1. Most_people
are charitable if the situation

calls for it

2. Most people can be depended upon to tome

through in i_Pinch

3. Most people can be trusted

4. Most people.will go out of their way to

help someone

5. Most people
are_basically honest

6. Most people will keep a promise

7, Most people
are concerned about the Welfare

of Others

8. Host people will lend a helping hand if

_ given_the chance

9. Most people try tO be fair

FACTOR 2: LIFE SATISFACTION

I. My life could be happier that it is now*
2. I am very content and satisfied with my

life

3. Compared to other people, I get down in

the dumps too often*

4. I've been successful in achieving my aims

or goals in life

5. I find a great deal of happiness in life

FACTOR_3: POLITICAL EFFICACY

1. The people in
government have the interests

of people like_me_at healt

2. What I say or lo can aake a difference with
what my govtrnment does

3. People in the government care about what

people like me think

Faith_in Life Political Interpersonal
Others Satisfaction Efficacy Connectedness Safety

.78 .04 .00 .03 .06

.78 .03 -.11 .08 .09
;77 .07 .16 .00 .11

.73 .01 .01 .10 -.14

.71 ;06 .09 -.01 .23

.70 .05 .08 -.10 .14

.69 .04 .23 .10 ;.01

.69 -.04 -.03 ''.07 -.16

.67 .01 .07 .07 .12

.05 .82 -.08 -.13 .02

.12 .75 .11 .16 -.04

-.04 .62 .15 .06 .04

.01 .50 .21
.00 .04

.04 .49 .09 .29 .00

.10 -.04 .83 .01 -.08

.02 .10 .79 .06 -.03

.15 -.09
.05



Table 2 (Cont.

Attitude StatWuts:
Faith in Life Political Interpersonal

Others Satisfaction Efficacy Connectednesa Safety

FACTOR 3 (Cont.)___

4. I can make my opinions known to my govern-

ment representstiVii if I make the effort -.01 -.09 .52 .06 .23

FACTOR 4: INTERPERSONAL
CONNECTEDNESS

1. It ii important for me to visit with

friends, relatives or zeighbors -.02 -.01 4 .80 .012. I feel like I am part of a circle of

friends
-.07 .06 .01 .70 .113. I am interested in What happens to people

I know
.12 -;04 -.04 .69 .024. It's important for me to participate in

Activities with other people
.03 .01 .20 .65 .015. Being able to help others is part of the

joy of living
.16 .03 .08 .57 -.17

FACTOR 5: SAFETY

1. I would feel safe if I leave the doors to
i my home unlocked

.12 -.04 .05 -.06 .742. My neighborhood is a safe place to live .19 .00 -.07 .01 .693. I often_walk outside Around my neighborhood

at_night
-.06 .05 .02 .09 ;604; I feel secure in my home
-.02 .08 .02 .23 .52

. -
101110MM.1~.111111111im..=nymmimpimmilMmlii

Eigenvalue
8;50 2.95 2.20 2;10 1.56hrcint of Total Variance
24.3 8.4 6.3 6.0 4.4Cronbach Alpha

.91 .76 .80 .77 ;64,
Note. * Rime reversed for data analysis.

Sixth through ninth factors had eigenvalues of 1.30, 1.19,1.10, and 1.01, but failed to meet retention standards. The oblique-rotated PC solution explained 62.5%of the total variance.
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Table_3_

Correlates of Television EirpodUre, and Program Selection

Television
Exposure

Actionr
Adventure

Daytime
Serial

Evening
Drama News

Situation
Comedy

Television Exposure

Action/Adventure .19***
.15**

Daytime Serial .37*** .06

Evening Drama .29*** 18*** .41***

News -.02 -.02 -.23*** -.04
-.05 -.03 -.16** -.07

Situation Comedy .04 .32*** .27*** -.03
.24*** .08 .25*** .24*** .01

.02 -.05 .24*** .26*** -.03
.20*** .01 -.12* .22*** .28*** -.05

Gender .08 =.15** .39*** .26*** -.13**
.04 -.16** .38*** .25*** -.13*

Education -38*** -.14** -.27*** =.19*** .06 -.08
-.25*** -.05 -.20*** =.07 .08 -.06

Socioeconomic Status -.25*** =.23*** -.16** -.11.* .06 -.01
=.11* -.18*** -.07 -.08 .02 .01

Population Density -.05 -.04 -.08 .01 .05 -.02
-.03 -.01 -=.06 .01 .03 -.01

Note; _Zero-order Pearnon_correlations are listed across top rOWS, And fifth-
order (fourthorder_for demographics) partial correlatione Controlling for
demogrAphics are listed across bottom rove for each variable.
*I.< .05, ** IL< 01, *** < .001.
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Table 4

Pearson and Partial Correlates of Cultivatfnn Measures_

Correlates:
Faith in
Others

Life
Satisfattion

Politital
Efficacy

Interpersonal
Connectedness Safety

.10* ;0 .04 =.07
.24*** .14** ;06 .02 -.02

Gender ;04 .03 .04 ;II* -.08
.03 .05 .04 .10 -.06

Education .05 .22*** .09 .01 .24***
.03 .16** .04 -.04

Socioeconomic Status .18*** .25*** .17*** .15 ** .18***
.15** .15** .13* .I5** .10*

Population Density .02 .10 ;05 .03
.06 .03 .01

Television Exposure ;03 -.12* =.09 -.06 -.07
.02 -.05 -.07 -.05 .03

Action/Adventure =.14** -,19*** -.04 -.12*
-.10 -.13* .01 -.07 -.12*

Daytime Serial -.20*** -.16*** =.11* -.05
-.11* -.10 -.09 -.09

Evening Drama -.11* =.09 -.14** -.04
-.09 -.16** -.06 -.09

NeWs ;10 .10 .13* -.03 ;06
.03 .05 .11* -.04 .05

Situation Comedy =.06 -.05 -.05 .02 =.04
-.06 -.04 -.05 .00 -.01

Viewing Intention .17*** -.11* .09 .05 -.06
.15** -.10 .10 .04 -.03

Viewing Attention .04 -.01 .07 .03 =.01
.04 -.01 ;07 .02 -.01

Perceived Realism .21*** -.03 .21*** .03 -.07
.00 .24*** .03 -.03

Note. Zero-order Pearson correlations are Hated acrodd top rows, and fifth-
order (fourth-order for demographics) partial correlations controlling for
demographics are listed across bottom rows for each variable.
* < .05, ** < .01, *** < .001.
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Table 5

Hierarchical ReixessiouPreacting Cultivation Measures

Faith in Life Political Interpersonal
Others Satisfaction Efficacy Connectedness Safety

.0111.1. NY=MINNEIN.M.111=1==my..

t when final b when final when final b when final b when final
entered b entered t entered b entered b entered b

STEP 1: DEMOGRAPHICS

4ge_ .27*** .21*** .18*** .16** .05 .00 .03 .04 -.01
Gender ;04 .13* .04 .05 .00 .10 di* .11 -.09
Education .05 .04 .20*** .15* .02 ;02 -.02 -.05 .20**
Socioeconomic Status .16** .12* .16** .14* .17** .14* .17** .15* .12*
Population Density .00 .00 .06 .05 .02 .04 .01 .01 -.150

STEP 2: TV EXPOSURE -.01 .02 -.07 .01 -.06 -.07 -.07 06 .06

STEP 3: PROGRAM SELECTION

ActionlAdventure -.09 -.07i .--.13* '-.14* -.01 ;02 -.07 -.07 :..15**
Daytime Serial -16* .19** ".09 -.09 -.07 -.10 -.06 --.06 =JO
Evening Drams -.07 -.10 -.02 ;00 -.13* -45* .00 .00 -.02
News .04 .03 ;02 .02 .10 .07 -.03 -.04 ;05
Situation Comedy -.02 -.05 .00 .02 .02 .00 .05 .05 AO

STEP 4: VIEWING BEHAVIOR

AND ATTITUDE

Viewing Intention .15* .15* -.11 -.11 .04 .04 .01 .01 -.02
Viewing Attention -.04 -.04 ;00 .00 .05 .05 .03 .03 .00
Perceived Realism .14* .14* .04 .04 .25*** .25*** .01 .01 -.12*

.16*

-.16**

-.09

-.01

.06

.01

-.02

.00

-.12*

Nota. Betas are standardited beta Weights at time of entry and at the conclusion of Step 4.

Faith: R 44i R2 * .19, F(14, 338) * 5.85, < .001

Satisfaction: I * .40, R2 * .16, F(14, 338) * 4.48i < .001

Efficacy: * .37, R2 .14, F(14, 338) * 3.85, 2 ( .001

Connectedness: R .23i R2 i .06, 1(14, 338) * 1.41, km .15

29
Safety: R. a .39, 11,2 a .15, F(14) 336) * 4.28i z( .001
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